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Product:

Gantry Davits Electric Travelling for life rafts type GDETRF35P

Purpose:

Maintaining the efficiency of the end shaft on travelling reduction gear

Summary:

This bulletin contains the root cause of a recent failure and relevant
recommendations

Application:

The improvement is recommended for Gantry Davits Electrically Travelling
type GDETRF35P

Event description:
It has been brought to our attention a case where during the manual launching operations of
the liferafts stations davits, using all the levers, the relevant mechanisms and gears resulted
difficult to operate and noisy.
Our technical dept. investigated this issue with the customer and following findings have been
highlighted.
Root causes :
1.
Presence of rust and evident traces of corrosion into the gear box and free end of the
transmission shaft, with the consequent breakage of the ball bearing.

the corrosion of the bearing started due to damaged sealing.
2.
Inadequate, and in some cases lack of a sufficient maintenance and protection of the
free end shaft of gear box.
The external position of the shaft, its exposed position, and lack of maintenance have resulted in
the presence of rust that damaging and accelerate the aging of lip seal. (1)
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3.
Lack of a sufficient level of oil inside the mechanical gearbox casing or not sufficient
rotation speed with result of lack shaking lubrication . (2)
The bearings and the mechanical parts inside the gearbox casing were not properly lubricated and
showed the beginning of rust due to lack shaking lubrication, since the gearbox is more frequently
manually used than by electrical power.
As a general instruction,
Routine maintenance includes visual inspection and protection / greasing of all the components of
LSA system.
Moreover, greasing interval should be adjusted to the service conditions of each single station.
Visual inspection is recommended every month as a general checking before each operation.
Corrective actions – Root causes no.1,2 & 3
The above combined events may lead to a damage of the gear box, therefore the following
instructions and improvements are recommended:
1. Increase the oil level inside the gear box in way to put under corrosion protection the shaft
bearings in due of the manual operation of the system. Increasing the oil level there created an
internal protection of the ball bearing , but it is necessary to pay more attention for leakages from
the lip seal at the end of the shaft.
2. Protection with grease of the shaft end and lip seal. This is part of routine maintenance as
indicated in OMM.
3. Reduce the exposition of the gear box end shaft by providing a protective cover. This is an
improvement that have low a cost impact but will enhance the safety integrity level of the system. It
requires the installation of part number 72/1/101920.
The recommended improvements should be applied all together, depending of the frequency of
manual or electric operation, if the manual operation is only in emergency, the increasing of oil level
is not recommended.
For any further information please contact our service department.
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Head Office
Salita Guardia, 60A
16014 Ceranesi (GE) Italy
Ph +39 01072371
Fax +39 010710173
navim@navim.com

TECNIMPIANTI SpA
Zona Industriale
Str. Consortile Fiume Torto
90018 Termini Imerese (PA) Italy
Ph +39 0918140283
Fax +39 0918140325
info@tecnimpiantispa.com

Branch Office
Via Terza Armata, 18
34074 Monfalcone (GO) Italy
Ph +39 0481490111
Fax +39 0481410659
navimmo@navim.com

LIVORNO

Branch Office
Via dei Pescatori Z.I. Porto
16129 Genova Italy
Ph +39 0102461013 +39 0102461113
Fax +39 0102471030
navimge@navim.com

TECNIMPIANTI S.p.A.
Via Edda Fagni 45
57126 Livorno (LI) Italy
Phone +39 0586954086
Fax
+39 0586953736
livorno@tcimp.com

I N C O R PO R AT E D

NAVALIMPIANTI USA, Inc.
900 NW 10th AVE
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311 USA
Ph +1 9545857041
Fax +1 9545857042
navimusa@navim.com

ANTWERP

TECNIMPIANTI ANTWERP
Oud Arenberg 84
9130 Kieldrecht Belgium
Phone +32 35680127
Fax
+32 32531139
ma@tecnimpiantiantwerp.com

NORGE

NAVALIMPIANTI NORGE AS
Vingveien, 1 - 40450
Sola (Stavanger) - Norway
Phone: +47 516 50959
Fax:
+47 516 57605
info@navim.no

CHINA

NAVALIMPIANTI CHINA
Unit 1101 A Xin Cheng Mansion
No 167 Jiang Ning Rd.
200041 Shanghai P.R. China
Ph. +86 2162587116
Fax +86 2162587169
navimchina@navim.com

PULA

NAVALIMPIANTI PULA
Mletacka, 12 - 52100 Pula Hrvatska
Ph +385 52216590
Fax +385 52216590
navimpula@navim.com

SINGAPORE
E MIR ATES

NAVALIMPIANTI SINGAPORE
Service Centre
50 Tuas Avenue 11
#02 - 19 Tua Lot
Singapore 639107
Phone +65 66598997
Fax
+65 66598870
navimsingapore@navim.com

NAVALIMPIANTI EMIRATES
c/o TILE MARINE LLC
Al Jadaf Ship Docking Yard Dubai
Room 130 - DUBAI UAE
Phone +971 4 3242820
Fax
+971 4 3242823
navimemirates@navim.com
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